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ABSTRACT

example, a human instructor may easily find that the
writing styles of two students are very similar to each other
by reviewing their writing samples. Whereas such
perceived similarities may not be reflected accurately in the
distance measurement between two corresponding feature
vectors.

We present MindMiner, a mixed-initiative interface for
capturing subjective similarity measurements via a
combination of new interaction techniques and machine
learning algorithms. MindMiner collects qualitative, hard to
express similarity measurements from users via active
polling with uncertainty and example based visual constraint
creation. MindMiner also formulates human prior
knowledge into a set of inequalities and learns a quantitative
similarity distance metric via convex optimization. In a
12-participant peer-review understanding task, we found
MindMiner was easy to learn and use, and could capture
users’ implicit knowledge about writing performance and
cluster target entities into groups that match subjects’ mental
models.

To address these challenges, we created a mixed-initiative
interface, MindMiner (Figure 1), to capture users’
subjective similarity measurements. MindMiner makes
contributions in both interaction design and machine
learning algorithms. MindMiner captures prior knowledge
from users through active polling with uncertainty and
example based visual constraint creation. Active polling
with uncertainty enables users to specify their subjective
opinion on the global importance of a feature (including the
value “not sure”) which improves the accuracy and speed of
the clustering results. Example based visual constraint
creation allows users to directly express their a priori
domain knowledge via six types of constraints on the data
samples being visualized. The constraint management
interface allows users to browse existing examples,
investigate the impact of each constraint, and discover
conflicting conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

MindMiner also provides interface level support that uses
active learning to provide optional hints as to which
examples might be more helpful for clustering. We also
report how inequalities are formulated to capture a priori
knowledge from users, and how the inequalities are used in a
convex optimization process to extract the “mental model”
of entity similarity from users in the form of the Mahalanobis
distance metric.

Cluster analysis [1, 9, 10] is a common task in exploratory
data mining, and involves combining entities with similar
properties into groups. Clustering is desirable in that it is
unsupervised and can discover the underlying structure of
data without a priori information. However, most clustering
techniques face one key challenge when used in real world
applications: clustering algorithms expect a quantitative,
deterministic distance function to quantify the similarity
between two entities. In most real world problems, such
similarity measurements usually require subjective domain
knowledge that can be hard for users to explain. For

MINDMINER IN ACTION

We present a scenario giving an overview of MindMiner.
MindMiner was originally designed for grading tasks, but
can also be used in other scenarios in which capturing and
quantifying users’ domain knowledge on similarity is
needed.
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Alice is an instructor for a philosophy course that has 23
students. There are four writing assignments, and the essays
submitted by students were graded via three features
(accuracy, clarity, and insight). The grading was done by
herself, the TA, or “double-blind” peer-review by students
[4]. Even with the help from her TA and peer-review, Alice
still feels it is tedious and time consuming to get a clear
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Figure 1. The primary UI of MindMiner, sh
howing 23 studeents in a college-level philosoph
hy class grouped into five clustters based
on their perfformance (accurracy, clarity, an
nd insight) in foour writing assiggnments using six
s example con
nstraints specifiied by an
instructor. MiindMiner consissts of three parts: (a) The Activve Polling Paneel allows users to optionally ind
dicate the imporrtance for
each measurrement dimensio
on; (b) The Con
nstraints Managgement Sidebar displays examp
ple-based constrraints collected; (c) The
Interactive Visualization Work
kspace lets a useer see detailed information
i
aboout entities, creeate example-baased constraintss, split and
combine groups, examin
ne and refine clu
ustering resultss and examine personalized
p
grooups.

ppicture of the overall
o
perform
mance of the whole class. Aliice
a
also
wants too identify stu
udents with similar writinng
p
problems
so shhe can provide customized feeedback to them
m.
A
Alice
can use MindMiner to
t achieve a balance
b
between
w
workload
and feedback
f
accuracy.

clickinng and dragginng from one to
t the other. Every
E
time
Alice adds a new coonstraint, the distance metriic learning
m to derive
algorithhm runs a connvex optimizaation algorithm
the opttimized solutioon. The bars in the Active Pollling Panel
show the
t updated weeights in real-tim
me.

After logging into MindM
A
Miner, Alice retrieves studeent
p
performance
daata from a rem
mote server. Allice believes thhat
w
writing
accuracy is the most important factor
f
she carres
a
about
and clariity a close second. She is noot sure about thhe
im
mportance off insight. Theerefore, she uses
u
the Actiive
P
Polling
Panel (Figure
(
1.a) to make a choicee for each featuure.
S chooses “vvery important”” for accuracy,, “important” for
She
f
c
clarity
and “nott sure” for insig
ght.

MindM
Miner also checcks if there aree any conflicts caused by
new coonstraints. If soo, it gives a waarning by highllighting the
correspponding constrraints in the Constraints
C
Ma
Management
Sidebaar using a red
r
backgrouund. Alice chhecks the
confliccting constrainnts and finds that
t
one of thhe previous
example constraints she
s created is not
n correct so she deletes
C
Ma
Management
it. Eacch constraint item in the Constraints
Sidebaar is double-linnked with corrresponding sttudents via
mouse hovering, so it is easy for Alice to diaagnose the
w
a conflict is reported byy MindMiner.
cause when

Then Alice teacches MindMiner her subjectivve knowledge on
T
o
p
performance
siimilarity of stu
udents by show
wing the systeem
s
some
examplle constraintss. Alice revviews detailed
innformation off the students by mousing over the nodees.
M
MindMiner
auutomatically selects
s
the most
m
potentiallly
innformative paairs and high
hlights the suuggestions wiith
d
dashed
lines. After
A
checking
g two studentts involved in a
c
constraint
sugggestion, she finds that they
t
performed
s
similarly.
So, she drags theem together, which
w
creates a
m
must-link
consstraint betweeen the two students,
s
tellinng
M
MindMiner
thaat these students should be grouped
g
togetheer.
A correspondinng symbol for this constraintt then appears in
thhe Constraintss Management Sidebar (Figurre 1.b). She latter
c
creates
a cannoot-link betweeen dissimilar students by rigght

Alice clicks
c
the “grooup” button loocated on the top of the
Constrraints Sidebar to see whetheer the examplees provided
by herr are sufficiennt for groupingg students toggether in a
useful manner. MinndMiner appliies the updateed distance
means clusterinng algorithm, and then
metric using a k-m
displayys the resultingg groups. Alice then checks the results
and finnds that the grouups are not as good
g
as she exppected. She
adds a few more consstraints and theen she checks “automatic
m
once theere is a new constraint,
regroupp”. In this mode,
MindM
Miner’s learninng algorithm executes
e
and the
t system
automaatically regrouups the studeents based on the most
updateed distance meetric. Alice caan continue thiis iterative
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process by adding new constraints, deleting existing
constraints or adjusting importance levels of the features,
until she gets satisfactory clustering results.

assignments (Figure 2.d). We also represent the averaged
student feature scores of each assignment as another
grouped bar chart attached to the group.

RELATED WORK

Knowledge Collection Interfaces

Previous efforts have been made by researchers to improve
the quality of clustering using both algorithmic [10, 11] and
user interface [2] approaches. For example, various
semi-supervised clustering algorithms have been proposed
by researchers in the machine learning community, either
by adapting a similarity measure via user specified
constraints or by modifying the process of determining
intermediate cluster centers. However, most existing work
focuses on theoretical feasibility: they assume users can
provide sufficient, unambiguous, and consistent
information to facilitate clustering before the algorithms
start.

MindMiner offers two novel knowledge collection
techniques, active polling with uncertainty and
example-based constraints collection, to make it easier for
end-users to externalize their implicit mental models of
entity similarity. We also introduce an active learning [5]
heuristic to help users provide similarity examples that are
more informative to the follow-up learning algorithms.
Active Polling with Uncertainty

MindMiner lets users specify their perceived importance of
each feature via Active polling with uncertainty (Figure 1.a).
Available choices are – “not important”, “important”, “very
important” and “not sure”. This step is optional and the
default choice is “not sure”. These choices correspond to
different parameter search spaces in the convex
optimization stage. As we illustrate later, expressing
subjective certainty can reduce the number of examples
needed in the next step and improve clustering quality.

Researchers in HCI and Information Visualization have
also explored the use of interactive applications for guided
machine learning, in tasks such as image retrial [6],
clustering [1, 9], graph navigation [3], and improving
classification results [7]. However, most existing interactive
clustering systems focus on conceptual demonstration and
assume users can provide distinct, representative, and
consistent examples with little guidance. In comparison,
MindMiner provides both algorithm and interface level
support for addressing the real world problems, such as
handling inconsistent, ambiguous domain knowledge for
exploratory clustering tasks, managing users’ collected a
priori knowledge, and achieving better clustering results
with more representative constraint examples.

Example-based Constraints Collection

MindMiner allows users to specify their knowledge on
entity similarity via examples. This approach is supported
by a psychology theory [8] which suggests that people
represent categories through examples or prototypes.
Symbol

Name
Must-link

DESIGN OF MINDMINER
Visualization Design

Figure 2. Visualization design of MindMiner.
We use interactive stacked bar charts in MindMiner to
visualize clusters of data with multivariate features. Figure
2 illustrates an example of our design in which a student
dataset is visualized. As shown in Figure 2.a, we use
different background colors to illustrate different
assignments, and different foreground colors to represent
the different features. A student’s feature vector is
represented as a bar chart (Figure 2.b) in which the sizes of
the bars represent the corresponding review scores.
Similarly, we represent a clustered group of students
(Figure 2.c) by packing all of the students’ review scores
together into a stacked bar chart, categorized by

Details
Lets user specify that two entities should be
grouped together. Leads to a new entry in
equation (2)

Cannotlink

Lets user specify that two entities should
not be grouped together. Leads to a new
entry in equation (3).

Mustbelong

Lets user specify that one entity should be
included in a specific group. Leads to
multiple must-links, and added as multiple
entries in equation (2)

Cannotbelong

Lets user specify that one entity should not
be included in a specific group. Leads to
multiple cannot-links, and added as multiple
entries in equation (3)

Similargroups

Lets user specify that two existing groups
should be put together. Leads to multiple
must-links, and added as multiple entries in
equation (2)

Dissimilargroups

Lets user specify that no items in the two
existing groups should be put into the other
group. Leads to multiple cannot-links, and
added as multiple entries in equation (3)

Table 1: Symbols and descriptions of constraints supported.

MindMiner supports six types of constraints. All six
constraints can be specified by users in the primary
interface via mouse-based direct manipulation operations
(Table 1). Constraints created are shown in the Constraint
Management Sidebar (Figure 1.b). This sidebar allows
users to browse, remove, or check the impact of each
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constraint created. Conflicting constraints are also
highlighted in red. These constraints are used in the
inequality generation step later.

uncertainty interface in specific. We defer the in-depth
analysis of the experimental results to future work.
MindMiner was able to learn distance metrics and generate
meaningful clustering results from all participants in all the
tasks. Most participants found the MindMiner interface easy
to learn and use. Sample comments include: “visualization
of students’ multi-dimensional scores makes it much easier
to understand,” “giving example-based constraints is a
good way to express one’s ideas, especially when the
mental mind is not very clear,” and “it could pick the exact
same important dimensions as I think.”

DISTANCE METRIC LEARNING ALGORITHMS

Once MindMiner collects uncertainty and similarity
information from users, it converts such information into a
set of inequalities, formulates a convex optimization
problem, and learns a distance metric from user provided
similarity information.
Inequality Generation

( , ) between entity

The similarity measurement
and entity
is defined as:
( , )= (

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

−

) (

−

)

We presented MindMiner, a mixed-initiative interface to
capture domain experts’ subjective similarity measurements
via a combination of new interaction techniques and
machine learning algorithms. MindMiner collects
qualitative, hard to express similarity measurements from
users via active polling with uncertainty, example based
visual constraint creation and active learning. MindMiner
also formulates human prior knowledge into a set of
inequalities and learns a quantitative similarity distance
metric via convex optimization.

(eq. 1)

We transform the problem of learning meaningful distance
metrics to a convex optimization problem [11]:
∑(
s.t.

∑(

for each

,

,

( , )

(eq. 2)

( , )≥1

(eq. 3)

≥ 0 (1≤k≤ )

(eq. 4)

)∈
)∈

:

We plan to further investigate the behaviors of MindMiner
via quantitative analysis, improve the scalability of
MindMiner from both interface and algorithm perspectives,
and deploy MindMiner via longitudinal studies in the wild in
the near future.

Each sum item in eq.2 corresponds to a positive constraint
collected, while each sum item in eq.3 corresponds to a
negative constraint collected. It can be proven that the
optimization problem defined by eq.2 – eq.4 is convex, and
can be solved by efficient,
the distance metric
local-minima-free optimization algorithms.

This research is in-part supported by an RDF from the
Learning Research and Development Center (LRDC) at Pitt.

Result Regularization

In order to avoid trivial solutions (especially when the
by
number of constraints is small), we regularize
using Weights Bounds ( ) which is derived by active
polling with uncertainty. Then we get a W that conforms to
all the prior knowledge we collected from end-users. We
apply W to the distance metric function and get the relevant
distance metric. Then the distance metric W is used in
k-means clustering algorithm to generate meaningful
clusters.
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